
Number 97, November 2021

It had to happen sooner or later. There was too much material for one newsletter and, rather than over-
compress, the November edition is four pages! This won’t be habit-forming but I hope the extra material 

brightens the shorter days and darker evenings. To keep the file size reasonable, the images here are low 
resolution. The archived version has higher resolution images so do visit and download a copy from here.

Date for your diary

The third Schematic Mapping Workshop will take place on 21st 
to 22nd April 2022 at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum. Check the 

workshop website for instructions on submissions: all topics of 
schematic map research are welcome. Continuing uncertainties 

mean that we would appreciate it if you tell us whether you hope 
to attend and/or contribute. Email us with your intentions ASAP 
at the workshop address.

Limited edition print
As a new venture, I am testing the water for signed limited edition 

prints. The first that I will be offering is my combined work Four 
Seasons on the Essex Sunshine Coast, a celebration of my local 

coastline and decorative arts of the 20th century. The limited 
edition comprises the four maps printed together on one sheet, 
signed and numbered. Full details are here.

In the media, on the web
Time Out occasionally publishes compilations of unusual maps of 

the Underground. The latest article includes my Night Tube map 
and my Circles map, both need updating! More intriguing is this 

article in Japanese from Club Informatix. My New York Circles 
map is included, but the article also alludes to schematised maps 
of Japanese railways from the early 1930s. Watch this space!

Book news
Here is something that slipped through. The 2002 book of Berlin 

U-Bahn maps, Ein Jahrhundert Berliner U-Bahn in Streckenplanen 
und Fotos by Uwe Poppel 

has been updated and enlarged with German and English text 
(English title: Berlin subway: Contemporary history in route maps 

from 1902 to today). This is an essential purchase for anyone 
interested in the development of maps, urban rail networks and 
the unique political landscape of Berlin in the 1960s to 1980s. 

Published by GVE-Verlag, 160 pages, ISBN 978-3892184881.

More generally, I keep a regularly updated resource of books. Do 

take a look at this and if there is anything relevant missing then let 
me know. I will detail these in the newsletter and update the page. 
Likewise, if you know of any interesting forthcoming books.
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Map of the Month: Arts & Crafts London

Sometimes the chain of events that leads to a map 
being created is utterly convoluted. In this instance, 

Step 1 was a decision to rework my London Art 
Nouveau map. This time I wanted appropriately-

styled lettering that had some sort of connection with 
the early Underground rather than an off-the shelf 
computer font that just looked nice. On the right is 

a splendid photograph from the London Transport 
Museum with more than enough Edwardian lettering 
to inspire creativity. In the past my eyes have always 

been drawn to the little poster at the back advertising the ”Bakerloo 
Tube” but, after years of prevarication, I decided that there were not 

enough characters for me to guess plausible missing ones and that 
the basic letter forms were too flamboyant, even for Art Nouveau, to 
use extensively for station names. A more practical solution, on the 

main entrance sign, had been staring me in the face all this time. 

This lettering comprised 

plenty of examples from 
which plausible shapes 
for the missing ones (C, 

D, F, H, J, M Q, U, V, X, 
Z) could be guessed 

and I was also helped 
by other contemporary 

lettering with similar constructions. The numbers might 

need another look but, overall, I was delighted with the 
balance of authenticity, quirkiness and legibility of the 
result: far too good to confine to just one map.

Step 2 occurred as a result of the exhibition of my maps 
held at Wivenhoe Station from July 2020 to June 2021. 

There were some spaces to fill inside the ticket hall and 
the organiser suggested my Rotterdam de Stijl map 
plus my digital recreation of Macdonald Gill’s London 

Underground map of the early 1920s. The Rotterdam 
design was based on its modern network but I wanted both maps to match and so Gill’s map needed to be 

updated. [This created another gap to fill: a map connecting London and Rotterdam – more about this in 
my December newsletter.] The approach taken 

by Gill in his work enabled me to extrapolate, 
particularly the extent to which he had shown 
line meanders and the way in which he used 

compression to accommodate the longer lines.
I also reused the 

vector graphic 
recreation of Gill’s 
hand-lettering that 

had been expertly 
and meticulously 

created in 2019 
by Doug Rose. 
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This gave me a map, at short notice, to fill a space in the exhibition. However, this was only a temporary 

solution. I was not entirely happy to exhibit it simply because it was not my own design. My own creative 
contribution was to get my head into the original work and think about how it might have accommodated 
the modern Underground but the primary contribution was nonetheless the creation of the base design 

by Macdonald Gill. Step 3, therefore, was my realisation that I now needed to create yet another map 
in Arts & Crafts style (to fit my solution to connecting London with Rotterdam) that absolutely was not 

derivative of the work of anyone else. Luckily, I already had the perfect lettering available off the shelf.
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Finally, we get to the November Maps of the Month. I began by creating a semi-topographical map of the 

Underground network immediately post-First World War (with some artistic licence). Line trajectories 
were curvilinear but simplified – more so than Macdonald Gill had drawn, but compatible with early 20th 
century Underground maps by other designers – and subtle compression in west London. There are many 

possibilities for an authentic looking Arts & Crafts border but, to contrast with my Art Nouveau map (still in 
progress), I chose a harlequin-inspired pattern based 

on the line colours, with subtle emphasis on the four 
original lines of the Underground Electric Railways 
company (Bakerloo, District, Hampstead, Piccadilly). 

With a base map pastiche, the next step was now to 
expand this to show the modern network. Finally, my 

missions were accomplished: I had been able to find 
extra uses for my lettering and had created a triptych 

that was my own work. But there was also the added 
benefits of three new maps added to my portfolio 
and a continuation of my exploration of early 20th 

Century decorative arts.

One of the endless sources of satisfaction in creativity 

is how, at one point in time, something does not exist 
and no one suspects that it might be a possibility. 
Then, a chance combination of circumstances calls 

it into existence. Who knows what maps we might 
now have if circumstances had been different? 

What might the future bring? Map of the Month 
for December continues this theme with two more entertaining designs. To find out what is in store, 
subscribe to my newsletter at www.tubemapcentral.com.

Max Roberts, mjr@tubemapcentral.com 
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